
Counselling psychologist Poletskaya Svetlana

Memo for sessions

Contacts

+79160641516
Telegram: t.me/lanapoletsky
s.poletskaya@gmail.com

Fees

Online session:
Individual therapy - 3000 rub.,
Couple therapy - 6000 rub.

Offline session:
Individual therapy - 3500 rub.,
Couple therapy - 7000 rub.,
Expressive arts therapy - by arrangement.

Time:
Individual therapy - 50 min,
Couple therapy - 75 min,
Expressive arts therapy - 120 min.

If the general price is not affordable for you, there is an option for a negotiable fee.

If I raise the price, it stays the same for you, if you don’t make a pause in our work
for longer than 4 weeks. If you decide to stop our sessions for longer than 4 weeks,
and I raised the fee during that period, it can change for you too.

Payments

Sessions are booked with 100% prepayment a day before.
You can pay by transfer to Sberbank / VTB on my phone number +79160641516 or
PayPal s.poletskaya@gmail.com (considering service commission). I will provide you
with a receipt.

Late arrival, cancelling and shifting sessions

mailto:s.poletskaya@gmail.com


I appreciate your and my time. Thus, I kindly ask you to notify me about cancelling or
shifting our sessions in advance - 48 hours for offline and 12 hours for online
session.

If you want to cancel or shift our offline session less than 48 hours before, you’ll have
to pay for the office rent (300-500rub).
If you cancel an offline session less than 24 hours, the session has to be paid in full.

If I cancel or shift our session less than 24 hours before, then our next session is free
for you.
The same applies for online sessions (apart from paying for rent), but 12 hours
before.

If you’re late, please notify me with a message or a call. In case of being late, we
work till the end of the scheduled session.
If I’m late, then I work additional minutes in the current or next session.

If you feel that you’re getting sick - please take care of yourself and cancel or shift
our meeting in advance.

The quantity of our meetings depends on your request. You can stop them any
time you want. Please notify me about it. In case if we had more than 5 meetings, a
finalazing meeting is a must. You can restart visiting me any time you want too.

Confidentiality

I talk about the content of our conversations only during supervision with a more
experienced therapist, with whom I discuss difficult moments in my work, and during
intervision with fellow psychologists. I do not mention your name and do not disclose
the information by which you can be recognized.
The exception to this rule is when I become aware of a legal offense, a threat to
someone's life, including yours, abuse of children or the elderly, and when I get a
legal request. On such cases, ethical and legal prescription, I am obliged to report to
the appropriate authorities or next of kin.

This privacy policy does not apply to you. You can freely discuss what is happening
at our meeting, it is your right.

How I work

I work in client-centered, focusing-oriented and expressive arts therapy approaches.
These are humanistic, closely related schools in psychology, which suggest that



each person has got his or her own, unique potential and strength in order to
manifest, be himself or herself, cope with difficulties and experience different
experiences. Focusing also helps to work with the whole body, it is somewhat similar
to meditation, but coupled with active work with everything that arises within us as a
response to problems of interest. In expressive arts psychotherapy various creative
ways and visual arts are used.
I am not giving specific advice, I have no ready-made answers or magic recipes. In
the course of our interaction, I assist you in finding those solutions and courses of
action that you yourself consider best for yourself.

I might recommend exercises, written practices. If they feel appropriate, - you can do
them at home.

Sometimes I refer to some exercises from CBT, transactional theory, some narrative
and coaching practices, and others if needed.

I am not a doctor and I cannot prescribe medication. If necessary, I can refer you to a
psychiatrist who can do this.

Additional rules due to pandemic:
If you understand that you have been in contact with someone who is sick with
Covid19, I kindly ask you to go to online meetings for a while. If you are not feeling
well, but want to come, please take care of a mask with a medical filter for our
meeting.

Where we meet

For offline meetings I accept clients at centre “Praktika”:
Lyalin lane, 8/3
From the metro station Kurskaya / Chistye Prudy / Sretensky Boulevard /
Kitay-Gorod - from 7 to 20 minutes walking. On Lyalin lane, the entrance to the arch
is on the right of the “Katavina” cafe, then go straight to the door, code 8303#

Online - usually in Zoom, I'll send you the link before the meeting.

See you!


